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Brand New Book. Gian Carlo Menotti (1911--2007) is best remembered as an opera composer and
founder of three international performing arts festivals. Menotti has left behind a lasting legacy of
lyrical and accessible music. Poemetti: 12 Pieces for Children was first published in 1937. These
descriptive pieces demonstrate Menotti s celebrated lyric gift as well as the careful craft that
characterizes his work. Taken as a whole, the set can be seen as Menotti s version of an Album for
the Young, recalling images of his colorful childhood in Italy. These brief compositions are varied in
meter, tempo, character, texture, and technical demands and are suitable for developing the
musical imagination and keyboard facility of pianists at the intermediate level. The collection is
pianistic in style, with each piece serving as a miniature technical etude. The titles are evocative and
aid the performer in conceptualizing a convincing interpretation. Titles: Giga * Lullaby * Bells at
Dawn * The Spinner * The Bagpipers * The Brook * The Shepherd * Nocturne * The Stranger s
Dance * Winter Wind * The Manger * War Song.
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Reviews
It is an awesome publication which i actually have ever read through. it had been writtern really properly and valuable. I found out this book from my i and
dad recommended this pdf to discover.
-- Doyle Schmeler
This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i will gonna read through yet again
once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r enna n K oelpin
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